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POLICY FORECASTS USING MIXED RP/SP MODELS: 
SOME NEW EVIDENCE 

Elisabetta CHERCHI1, Italo MELONI1, Juan de Dios ORTÚZAR2 

Abstract. The application of discrete choice models estimated at the individual level to forecast different transport strategic policies is common practice. However, as long as we move towards more complex demand models their specification as a prediction tool is not immediate. We analyse the problem of forecasting with models estimated with non-linear utility functions and/or mixed revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) data. We analyse how sensitive are predictions to the class of models used, for different transport strategies designed for the metropolitan area of Cagliari. 

1. Introduction 
In the wake of changes all around Europe the local rail company in Sardinia decided to transform the suburban component of its rail system in Cagliari, into a metropolitan-like service introducing major changes in speed, frequency, comfort, ticketing, number of stations, etc. To define adequate transport policies in this case two important aspects of mobility need to be considered: (a) the coexistence of two other perfectly competitive travel modes for suburban trips: a highway and an urban bus service, and (b) the poor level of service of the public transport system in Cagliari itself. This situation prompted us to test several transport policies involving changes not only to the train service but also in the characteristics of the competing modes. To examine the effects of different transport policies models were estimated using mixed revealed (RP) and stated preference (SP) data. It is well known that as RP data are based on observations of actual choices if data is not measured with a high level of precision appropriate model structures and functional forms may not be selected leading to unknown bias in forecasting [4]. Conversely, SP data allow researchers to have good quality information (design under the analyst’s control) at a relatively small cost, but their 
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use in forecasting is not recommended ([3], [7]). Perhaps the major risk using SP data is that seemingly good models can be obtained with almost any SP survey, but if the technique is not applied appropriately (for example, using a non-customised design in a general context instead of focusing on specific behaviour), serious problems may remain undetected until forecasts are compared with actual outcomes [8]. Thus the recommended approach involves using both data sources jointly, since it allows to exploit their advantages and overcome their limitations. Although the mixed RP/SP approach has now been used in many applications, an in-depth review of the literature showed that few discuss the use of these models in forecasting. At the same time, although many ([2], [5]) coincide that often the typical linear utility assumption does not allow to correctly reproduce individual behaviour, no evidence exists on the effects of omitting the non-linear part of utility in forecasting. Also, non-linearities are often included only in the SP data, so the problems of non-linear utility and mixed RP/SP estimation are strictly connected.  Cherchi and Ortúzar [3] provide a detailed review of the problem and set out a guide to fit alternative specific constant when using RP/SP models in forecasting. In this paper we extend the analysis to the whole utility specification, exploring: (a) the problem of scaling specific SP parameters in prediction mode, with particular reference to those attributes included only in SP alternatives; and (b) the microeconomic consistency of scenarios implied in the SP design and tested in forecasting. The effect of misusing RP/SP specifications in prediction will be also explored providing empirical evidence. 

2. Scaling specific SP parameters in prediction mode 
Given two sources of data (RP and SP), let the random utility functions be specified as follows for a given individual: 
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where XRP and XSP are vectors of attributes common to both data sets while Y and Z are 
vectors of attributes specific to each type of data; β, α and γ are vectors of parameters, and 
εRP and εSP are random terms; 2

RPσ  and 2
SPσ , will generally be different. 

An efficient and correct way to combine two different data sources [8] is to scale one 
data set in order to achieve the same variance in both, i.e. 2 2 2

SP RPφ σ σ= . In particular, as 
2 2 26σ π λ=  in the MNL, we get that sp RPφ λ λ= . 
The new (“scaled”) utility function for the SP data set, therefore, becomes: 
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and, the log-likelihood function for the joint estimation is: 
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Even if a joint RP/SP model is built when models are used in forecasting all the information must be moved to the RP environment, as only this environment represents “real” behaviour. This passage is not easy and several problems may arise: (a) First, is it correct to use RP probabilities including attributes estimated with mixed RP/SP data in prediction? As clearly illustrated in [3], in a joint RP/SP estimation the RP variance depends on the whole set of attributes, RP or SP specific; therefore, to get consistency in the variance between estimation and prediction the RP utility used in prediction should include all the attributes estimated in the RP/SP model; (b) Second, should we scale the SP parameters when used in prediction? The “common rule” is that all parameters moved from SP to RP should be scaled; however, this statement is not generally true [3]. To demonstrate our point let us consider the simple case of a MNL. When RP and SP data are estimated jointly, the parameters in (3) are deflected by the unknown (inestimable) RP factor scale of the Gumbel distribution. Therefore, what we actually estimate is 

*
RPλ=α α , *

RPλ=β β  and *
RPλ=γ γ . Since the SP utility is scaled to estimate the mixed 

RP/SP model, the general rule is that we should scale the SP parameter when moving from SP to RP in prediction. However, the key point is that scaling is required because of the different nature of the data, and what we effectively do is to scale the SP data in order to 
achieve the following equality ( SP RPφ =X X ). Thus, the SP parameters should be scaled 
only if SP data are used for prediction; but not if RP data are used. In fact, if we could measure the Z attributes (i.e. those included only in SP data set) for the RP case, we would 
have RPZ Zφ =  and the (γ*ZRP) term should not be scaled by the φ factor. This case 
typically applies when interaction terms are specified in the utility, as we usually estimate them with SP data only. 

3. Microeconomic consistency of models in forecasting 
One advantage of the popular random utility models is that they are derived precisely from assumptions about consumer behaviour and hence their mathematical structure is consistent with microeconomic theory [8]; this allows to suggest and, above all, to justify in behavioural terms how to incorporate attributes in the functional form. Microeconomic theory provides a guide to check the estimated parameters. In particular a negative marginal utility is expected for a deterioration of most of the mode characteristics, as times and costs. In the linear-in-the-attributes utility function, this condition is very easily verified just by checking the sign of the estimated linear parameters, as they represent the marginal utility of the associated attributes. This is not the case in a non-linear utility where checking for microeconomic consistency deserves deeper analysis. Let us consider a non-linear utility as in (4), which includes travel time (tv) and cost (c) but also first and second order effects (interaction and squared term): 
 ( )2 2
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The marginal utility of a change in cost (in travel time it is equivalent) for option j yields: 
 2*/ ( ) 0jq jq c c tv jq jqcV c tv cθ θ θ∆ ∆ = + + ≤  (5) 
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Thus, consistency with microeconomic theory (i.e. 2* 0c c tv jq jqctv cθ θ θ+ + ≤ ) depends on the 
value of the attributes involved in the second order effects. Note that 0cθ <  and 2 0c

θ > ; 
instead, there are no “general rules” for the sign of the interaction terms. We can expect the marginal utility of cost to be greater for short trips than for longer ones but we must rely on empirical evaluation. Moreover, the analysis is only valid in the point of estimation, i.e. in equation (5) for the specific values of time and cost in the data, and the microeconomic condition must be verified for each individual in the sample. Unfortunately, since the above conditions depend on the value of the estimated parameters they can not be verified a priori. This is an interesting but often neglected issue. If the microeconomic conditions are not verified, one theoretical conclusion might be that the estimated parameters are not representative of the sample as a whole (and therefore of the population), suggesting perhaps that different parameters should be estimated for different groups of people. Moreover, the condition in equation (5) should hold for any scenario we want to predict, suggesting that not every scenario can be simulated with every model but only those involving attribute changes that satisfy the marginal utility condition implicit in the estimated model. 

4. Demand forecasts 

To analyse the variation in transport demand with different transport policies we had available several nested logit (NL) models. In particular, using a mixed RP/SP dataset we estimated several NL models with linear and non-linear utility functions (i.e. squared travel time and cost, and two-term interactions between travel time, cost and frequency) including allowance for correlation among RP options. The dataset refers to a modal choice among car, bus and train for interurban trips; details can be found in [2]. Our results show that the interaction terms significantly improve the model results and, more importantly, they could have a major bearing on the error term distribution highlighting a correlation not revealed by the linear function. Also, both squared variables (time and cost) were significant, but when interaction variables were also included, the significance of the former diminished considerably. As the significance of the square cost term is a first proof of income effect [6], the omission of the interaction variables, when they are actually important, can lead to severe misinterpretation of results. All models were estimated using an Expenditure Rate (ER) specification [8]; for details see [1] and [2]. Using the models estimated with different specifications, the variation in aggregate market shares for various policy measures was calculated as the percent change in the aggregate share of mode j over the initial situation (do-nothing), calculated by sample enumeration. Simple scenarios, where only one attribute at a time was varied were first tested; we found the effect on demand forecasts of using, erroneously, a linear-in-the-attributes utility function when interactions or squared terms were indeed significant. Clearly, the effect of these non-linear variables depends on the estimated values of the associated parameters and to what extent the variables vary in the scenarios tested. However, we found that not including interaction terms generally overestimates the variation in rail demand with respect to changes in rail service characteristics but the effect was quite small (3% error for reductions of 30% in rail travel time and fares). In the case of the squared cost terms we found that only 3% of individuals failed to satisfy the 
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microeconomic condition; however, this percentage jumped to almost 30% if a squared travel time variable was specified. It is interesting to note that although the squared cost term has a negligible effect, as its significance disappears in the presence of interaction terms, the squared time effect is always important and reveals the presence of “time effect” in our data. In this sense it is not surprising to find a high percentage of individuals failing the microeconomic conditions, as the significance of the squared time variable suggests that the sample does not have homogenous tastes with respect to travel time. In any case, from a theoretical point of view it is questionable to use cost and time squared terms for prediction; in fact, if these effects are indeed present they should be explicitly taken into account through segmentation. We also found that models including only interaction terms as second order effects satisfied the microeconomic conditions for any feasible scenario. Problems arose only in the case of inordinately extreme policies (i.e. implying a cost increase of 200%). Regarding the effect of correlation between modes in prediction, we found that a change in the train attributes had a different effect on the competitive bus option if interactions were accounted for. Models including interactions predicted a more realistic (smaller) increase in rail demand and a larger decrease in bus demand. These results do not depend directly on the presence of interactions but on the fact that the non-linear specification reveals the hidden correlation pattern in the data (see the discussion in [2]). Finally, using the best specification (from the statistical point of view) we analyzed the effect of scaling (wrong approach) and not scaling (correct approach) the specific SP interaction parameters in prediction. Our results show that if we scale the interaction SP parameters included in the RP probability, we can overestimate the share of the alternative which is improved and, obviously, underestimate the shares of the competitive options. Underestimation is obviously greater for the correlated alternatives. In particular, in the case of a reduction in travel time by Train, the estimated percent change in the Train aggregate share is 37% bigger than if we do not scale the interactions. An analogous results was found for improvements in the car alternative. 

5. Conclusions 

Discrete choice models, especially mixed revealed (RP) and stated (SP) preference choice models, have received a great deal of attention over the years and are now common practice. However, much attention has been put into estimation leaving the correct use of these much improved models in forecasting still needing better understanding. In this paper we analysed the problem of using mixed RP/SP estimates for prediction. We demonstrate theoretically that in prediction SP parameters must be scaled only if data measured in the SP environment are used and we calculated the error of erroneously scaling the SP parameters in a simple policy case. We had shown earlier that the non-linear utility function, in addition to being micro-economically justified, allows for better simulations. In this paper we demonstrate empirically the extent to which using erroneously a linear utility specification (when second order terms are indeed relevant) affects demand forecasts, and discussed the restrictions implied by the marginal utility conditions implicit in the non-linear estimated model. 
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